Experts in Health, Aged Care
& Retirement Living

Lahey Constructions

Who We Are
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A proud history
of innovation in
healthcare.
With an ageing population, and with healthcare set to
account for more employment growth in Australia than
any other sector in the next five years , the provision
of innovative and world-class healthcare infrastructure
is essential.

From humble, rural beginnings, Lahey Constructions
has grown to become a prominent and long-standing
construction firm. For over 65 years, our passion for
quality and service has enabled us to thrive in an
increasingly competitive and ever-evolving industry.

Creating buildings and facilities for the healthcare sector
requires accuracy, insight, expertise and experience.
To enable the provision of quality care, health-related
facilities must incorporate the very latest technical
innovations. They must be positive, welcoming and
uplifting. And they must provide the highest possible
level of safety for patients, residents, visitors and staff.
With over six decades of healthcare experience,
Lahey has the know-how and expertise to deliver
in this rapidly growing sector.

While our focus is firmly on the future - on utilising
the most innovative methods and processes - our
commitment to hard work, transparency and personal
service has remained unchanged for over six decades.

Philip Lahey

Chief Executive Officer
Lahey Constructions

Lahey Constructions

Why Choose Us?
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Helping build the
healthcare sector
in Australia.
Top: Alice Springs Hospital & Emergency Department.
Below Left: Grafton Base Hospital.
Below Right: Flinders University at Royal Darwin Hospital

EXPERIENCE

QUALITY

We have extensive experience in creating world-class
facilities for health, aged care and retirement living.
This includes hospitals, specialised hospital units,
dementia care facilities, nursing homes, luxury
retirement apartments, aged care facilities, retirement
villages and more.

Since inception, we have been continually committed to
providing the highest quality design, construction and
management. Our detailed design processes and attention
to detail are a direct reflection of our proud heritage.

TRANSPARENCY
We work openly and collaboratively with our clients,
exposing and addressing any inherent project risks
from the outset, and working tirelessly to turn risks into
opportunities wherever possible.

INNOVATION
We embrace the latest technology and construction
techniques to provide world-class healthcare design
and construction, as well as to enhance collaboration
and ease of management on all our projects.

SERVICE
We have a long-standing belief in the importance
of customer service, and we are committed to
providing face-to-face contact, open and transparent
collaboration, and regular interaction with our clients.

FLEXIBILITY
We have brought together a unique industry team with
the capacity to successfully guide the entire project
life cycle, from early-stage in-house design through
to construction, compliance, services consulting and
post-contract management.

Lahey Constructions Current Projects
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Current projects

PROJECT NAME: Salamander Bay Senior Housing

PROJECT NAME: Terrace Gardens BlueCare Aged Care

CLIENT: Port Stephens Veterans and Citizens Aged Care

CLIENT: Australian Regional & Remote Community Services

CONTRACT TYPE: D&C

PROJECT MANAGERS: Uniting Care

PROJECT VALUE: $26.6 M

CONTRACT TYPE: Lump Sum Contract

ARCHITECT: Beraldo Design Architecture

PROJECT VALUE: $13.1 M
ARCHITECT: Hodgkison

The project scope of works involves the demolition of an
existing two (2) storey dwelling that is currently located on
the development site, after clearing and levelling the site,
construction of 56 new seniors living apartment units will
commence. The apartments will be housed within in two,
low rise tower blocks (Block A and Block B) with associate
commercial kitchen, , Multipurpose communal areas and
Gymnasium. The centre of the development incorporates an
undercover ground level carpark with space for 54 cars.

The existing Terrace Gardens Aged Care facilities comprise
several buildings which currently house 56 residents. The
proposed works is for construction of a further 32 bedrooms to
bring the total site capacity to 88 bedrooms. The new bedrooms
and refurbishment works will aim to rationalise the whole facility
which, in turn, aims to consolidate facilities making an efficient
aged care work environment:

A podium deck links the two residential towers at level 1,
with BBQ area, landscaped planters, pergolar’s and outdoor
recreational space which is afforded to all residents and their
visitors.

The 58 bed residence will include:

The new seniors living apartments has been developed to allow
the new buildings to fit contextually into the existing low density
precinct.
•

The development has 5 elevators, 2 per tower block and an
extra glass elevator servicing the podium level.

•

Total area of development foor space is 13,470 m2

The multi staged redevelopment of the facility also includes a
new grade level carpark and external landscaping package.
•

2 respite beds;

•

26 secure dementia beds;

•

Ensuites;

•

Common room and activity area; and

•

Resident specialists (including physio, podiatrist, OT, speech
pathologist, palliative care specialist).

Lahey Constructions

CLIENT: Menzies School of Health
Research & Flinders University
ARCHITECT: Hames Sharley
PROJECT VALUE: $55M

Our Projects
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Our Projects
Forbes Hospital
Grafton Base Hospital
3
The Residences at Lifestyle Manor Bondi
4
Alice Springs Hospital Fire Rectification
5
Alice Springs Hospital Emergency Department
6
Menzies School of Health Darwin
7
Gosford Hospital Mental Health
1
2

Lahey Constructions

Forbes
Hospital
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CLIENT: Health Infrastructure NSW
ARCHITECT: Rice Daubney
PROJECT VALUE: $20.7M

This project involved constructing
a new western wing for the existing
hospital building.
The site is located on the existing Forbes
Hospital campus and the refurbishments
were completed while the hospital was
still operational. Therefore, careful
planning and collaboration was crucial.
The project required detailed preparation,
and the works were divided into three
milestones. This involved decanting,
relocating patients off-site and relocating
existing patients into new areas once the
new facilities were complete.
To ensure daily operations were unaffected,
Lahey coordinated weekly onsite meetings
to review and schedule works. We also
established a commissioning team eight
months’ prior to completion and organised
workshops as required to discuss
processes and systems.
> 27 bed inpatient unit
> Birthing unit
> Emergency department
>M
 edical imaging and medical
records facilities
> Refurbishment of the ambulatory
care, oral health unit and renal unit
> External infrastructure

Our Projects
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Lahey Constructions

Our Projects

Grafton
Base
Hospital

2

CLIENT: Health Infrastructure NSW
ARCHITECT: Hassell Architects
PROJECT VALUE: $22M
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Lahey Constructions

Our Projects

AWARDS
> 2013 MBA Awards for Excellence
in Construction – Health Buildings
up to $25,000,000
The re-development of Grafton Base
Hospital was a multi-staged project
over three years undertaken by Lahey
Constructions. All works were constructed
while the hospital was fully operational.
Detailed planning, effective communication
with formal weekly minuted meetings
and thorough reviews of construction
methodology were established prior to any
works commencing to ensure all works ran
efficiently with very minimal impact to daily
operations of a live hospital.
Innovative construction methods were
implemented to minimise risk and delay
when undertaking the construction of the
new medical imaging ward. This included
erecting a new structural steel framework
through an existing roof and then installing
a new roof over the top of the existing to
ensure no potential water ingress.
The modern facilities and equipment
also have the added benefit of
attracting high-level clinical staff
to a regional hospital.
> New facilities that allow orthopaedic
surgery to commence in the
Clarence Valley
> State-of-the-art operating theatres
> New surgical services building
> New emergency department
> New kitchen facility
> Refurbishment of the existing
orthopaedic ward
> New medical imaging ward and
associated plant rooms
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Lahey Constructions

The Residences
at Lifestyle Manor
Bondi (ILU’s)
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CLIENT: Australian Unity
ARCHITECT: MHN Design Union
PROJECT VALUE: $18.9M

Our Projects
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Lahey Constructions

Our Projects

Located in the heart of Sydney’s
prestigious Eastern Suburbs and only
moments from vibrant Bondi Junction and
famous Beach, ‘Lifestyle Manor’ offers
premium retirement apartments in a truly
magnificent location.
Signature standard services include a
concierge, elegant dining, a hair salon,
gymnasium, cinema and 24-hour call
system.
Additional, tailored services can be
selected, enhancing and improving daily
life for all residents.

Key Features:
> 43 apartments
• 8 x 1 Bed Apartments
• 32 x 2 Bedroom Apartments
• 3 x 3 Bedroom Apartments
>2
 Communal Lounges
>1
 Library
>B
 asement parking for 69 cars
>S
 tructure - concrete frame with post
tensioned slabs
>F
 acade - rendered masonry
>D
 elivered in operational environment
>M
 anagement of transition between new
and existing building
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Our Projects
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Alice Springs
Hospital Fire
Rectification &
New Teaching
and Training
Facility

4

CLIENT: Northern Territory Department
of Construction & Infrastructure
ARCHITECT: Hodgkinson
PROJECT VALUE: $29.6M

The contract awards to this project
comprise of the design and construction,
including services, for the Fire
Rectification Works of the Main Ward
Block and the construction of a new two
storey Teaching and Training Facility.
The extensive fire rectification works
were meticulously planned to ensure
minimal disruption to existing hospital
operations. The project was therefore split
into 13 separate works packages over
a three year works programme. The fire
rectification works extends from surgical
wards to maternity ward, birthing suites,
nursery, outpatient area, lifts and service
shafts, and etc.
In addition to the above works packages,
the new Teaching and Training Facility will
include:
> A new 24 bed Decant Ward
> 100 seat theatre
> 2 Training and tutorial rooms
> 2 Clinical simulation rooms
> 2 Video-conference rooms
> Student computer hubs
> Student lounge
> Office areas

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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Alice Springs
Emergency
Department
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CLIENT: Northern Territory Department
of Construction & Infrastructure
ARCHITECT: DWP Suters
PROJECT VALUE: $26.5M

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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AWARDS
> 2014 Master Builders Northern
Territory’s Excellence In Building &
Construction Awards – Public Building
Over $10 Million
The new Alice Springs Hospital
Emergency Department and Medical
Imaging Service forms part of the
Northern Territory Government’s
commitment to revitalising health
infrastructure.
Throughout the construction process,
Lahey ensured minimal disruption to the
existing hospital. We liaised regularly with
the hospital, all surrounding properties,
and the greater community to facilitate a
smooth transition from commencement
until final completion. Due to Lahey’s
effective management, the overall project
was completed several months ahead of
schedule.
> Fast-track treatment system area
> Multi-bed short-stay facility
> Triage facilities
> Procedure and consultation areas
> Reception and office space
> 24-hour medical imaging service
> Paediatric treatment rooms
> Secure assessment area
> Isolation rooms
> Acute bays
> Expanded car park areas

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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NT Medical
Education
Precinct
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CLIENT: Menzies School of Health
Research & Flinders University
ARCHITECT: Hames Sharley
PROJECT VALUE: $55M

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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AWARDS
> 2016 AIA NT Award for Best Public
Architecture
> 2016 AIA NT COLORBOND Award
for Steel Architecture
Lahey was engaged to lead the
construction of this project, which
integrates multidisciplinary teaching and
research facilities between Royal Darwin
Hospital and Charles Darwin University.
The new facilities are located within the
grounds of the Royal Darwin Hospital,
adjacent to the existing public hospital.
The buildings are carefully integrated and
encapsulate a unified architectural style.
Utilising sustainable construction
techniques and products, these buildings
reflect an innovative approach to
thermal comfort and design in a tropical
environment. The buildings also have
the capacity for high-speed fibre optics
and technological advancements that
will revolutionise learning and research
experiences in the Northern Territory.
> Administration offices for the Allied
Health Palliative Care Hospice
> Sky bridge to the public hospital building
> New car parks
> Realignment of roads
> Covered walkways
> Unique landscaping

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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Gosford Hospital –
Mental Health Unit
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CLIENT: Blue Visions Management
ARCHITECT: Suters Architects
PROJECT VALUE: $9.2M

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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Lahey was engaged in the design,
development and construction of a
Mental Health Unit at Gosford Hospital.
As required by the client, this 30-bed
project required considerable user group
coordination so that project stakeholders
could collaborate on design and
outcomes.
This was an in-depth process and
involved more than 100 stakeholders.
Over 270 potential changes to the
design arising from this process were
investigated and priced as a result.
Throughout the project, we were proactive
in seeking clarification of potential design
changes on a weekly basis. As different
contractors were engaged throughout
different stages, considerable updates
to project documentation were required.
Lahey coordinated this process to ensure
the accuracy and consistency of project
documentation from end-to-end.
> 30 Bed additions
> Complex façade engineering
> Staged construction methodology
within complex operational environment

Lahey Constructions

Our Projects
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Health Sector
Portfolio
Alice Springs Hospital – Fire Rectification

Grafton Base Hospital – Orthopaedic Ward & Imaging

Alice Springs Hospital – ED & Medical Imaging

Kempsey Hospital Early Works

Brisbane Waters Private Hospital, Woy Woy

Manning Base Hospital Emergency Department

Belmont Hospital – Stage 3

Mater Misericordiae Hospital, Waratah

Blacktown Hospital – Stage 1 Civil Infrastructure Works

Nyngan Health Service Redevelopment

Booroongen Djugun Aged Care Facility

Palliative Care Extension at RDH, NT

Bourke Hospital

Rankin Park Aged Care Facility

Coffs Harbour & District Hospital

Salamander Bay Senior Housing

Coonamble Health Service

St. George Hospital Sub-Acute Mental Health

Crowley Village Catholic Aged Care, Ballina

St. Vincents Hospital – Bathurst

Dame Eadith Walker – Dementia Care Unit

Terrace Gardens – Aged Care

Darwin Private Hospital

The Residences at Lifestyle Manor Bondi

Dubbo Base Hospital – Stage 1 & 2

Walgett Community Hospital

Dunedoo Multi Purpose Health Service

Westlakes Health Service Toronto Polyclinic

Forbes Hospital Main Works

Wilcannia Multi-Purpose Service Centre

Gosford Hospital Mental Health Unit

Wyong Hospital – Roofing of machinery spaces

Grafton Base Hospital – Surgical Services & ED

Menzies School of Health Darwin

Lahey Constructions

Contact Us
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To find out how Lahey can help you with
your healthcare, aged care or retirement
living project, please contact us:
Sydney (HQ)
—
Suite 209,
55 Miller Street
SYDNEY
NSW 2009
PO Box 219
SYDNEY
NSW 2009
T: (02) 9509 3333
F: 1800 891 745

North Coast
—
16 Nicholson Street
KEMPSEY
NSW 2444
PO Box 617
KEMPSEY
NSW 2444
T: (02) 6561 4800
F: (02) 6562 8463

info@lahey.com.au
Darwin
—
54 Graffin Crescent
WINNELLIE
NT 0820
GPO Box 2581
DARWIN
NT 0801
T: (08) 8941 9586
F: 1800 891 745

Alice Springs
—
6 Gap Road
ALICE SPRINGS
NT 0870
PO Box 1229
ALICE SPRINGS
NT 0871
T: (08) 8952 0449
F: (08) 8952 0445

www.lahey.com.au

Brisbane
—
Level 2
143 Coronation Drive
MILTON
QLD 4064
PO Box 1843
MILTON
QLD 4064
T: 1800 890 709
F: 1800 891 745

Canberra
—
Level 6
39 London Circuit
CANBERRA
ACT 2601
T: 1800 890 709
F: 1800 891 745

www.lahey.com.au

